Bloom Farms
Highlighters
Globally and socially
responsible cannabis oil
extracts. Experience top
shelf and consistent flavor
profiles. Enjoy Bloom
Farms Highlighter pens in
a low-key way.
Our cannabis cartridges have
earthy and aromatic flavors that come from the sativa, hybrid, and indica dominant
cannabis with tasty terpene profiles. The cannabis oils are CO2 extracted for an
environmentally responsible and smoother hit. So you’ll have a smooth hit and won’t
burn your throat like Butane extracted flowers. Each Bloom Farms Highlighter has up to
70% THC levels depending on the strain being consumed.
A smooth and removable plastic mouthpiece gives you a smooth inhalation, a tasty
flower profile, and will leave you smelling like yourself and not cannabis. The
Highlighters have a thin pen-like body that can be tucked away in a pencil bag, a
pocket, a bag, or a purse. The thin and convenient vaporizer pen cartridge simply
screws onto an auto draw universal vaporizer battery.

Daytime - Sativa Highlighter 500mg Cartridge
Use this sativa dominant strain in the morning or anytime you want to give yourself life, energy,
or the motivation to get errands and work done. Great for uplifting your mood, boosting energy,
and seizing the day. Use when paired with a hike on your favorite trail, while you’re organizing
your work, or when you need a good laugh after a long day. Not recommended before night
time, as it may give you too much energy.

Anytime - Hybrid Highlighter 500mg Cartridge
This hybrid indica and sativa strain is best used when you’re looking for something calming yet
motivating. You won’t fall asleep or get couch lock with this strain. It will keep you feeling
energized, productive, and social. The best pairing for this is while you are watching your

favorite TV shows, getting creative work done, cooking dinner, or hanging out with friends. Can
be used during the day or at night.

Nighttime - Indica Highlighter 500mg Cartridge
The indica dominant strain is perfect for people with high energy, stress, or someone who’s
looking for improved quality of sleep. This is a healthier alternative to the negative health effects
of stress on the body and mind. This strain will deeply calm and relax you -- making life more
enjoyable. This strain is optimized when it’s been paired with activities that are low key and
calming. Be prepared for deep sleep.

